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as part of the ipmi specification, the ipmi interface typically runs over the udp port
623 and is accessible via the same port on the host. there are a number of

backends which can be used to interact with an ipmi interface on a remote host.
the examples below demonstrate the most common form of ipmi interface attack

and how metasploit makes it simple to work through them. in order to work through
the examples below, you need to have ipmitool installed on the host to be

managed. the first step is to determine if the system is vulnerable to any of the
ipmi interface attacks. in order to do this, we will run an nmap scan to ensure that
we do not have a listening interface on port 623. if you see the result above, you

are at risk of an attack. the next step is to determine if there is an active web
interface on the bmc. if there is, then you will need to work through a number of

chained exploits to elevate your privileges on the bmc. the first step is to determine
if the web interface is actually reachable. to do this, we will run a simple service

scan using the -s flag. this will attempt to determine the status of the web interface
on port 80. the ipmi 2.0 specification specifies that information such as clear-text
passwords be encrypted prior to being sent to the bmc. as it turns out, this data is

encrypted using the aes-cbc algorithm with a fixed, 16-byte initialization vector (iv).
this means that the iv value is predictable as soon as a user account is created. if a
host has more than one bmc (typically a dual-bmc architecture), and the user has
been created in a single bmc, then an attacker can use the same iv to decrypt the

clear-text passwords from the other bmc, and then use the passwords to gain
access to the server. this attack requires the attacker to have physical access to

the server.
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on this particular supermicro server, we can see that the udp port 623 is running on
the bmc, which means that it is possible to probe the bmc using the simple

ipmi_version module in the metasploit framework. another possible probe of a bmc
using the simple ipmi_version module is to look at the system management bios
(smbios) data and see what version of ipmi the bmc supports. in some cases, the

ipmi bmc might support an old version of the ipmi specification. the purpose of this
test is to see if the smbios data supports the same version of ipmi that is running

on the bmc. we can use the smbios command-line tool to check the smbios data on
the bmc. if the version of ipmi is different than the version the bmc is running, then
the bmc is probably running an older version of the ipmi specification. below is an

example of using smbios to check the smbios data on the bmc of a supermicro
server. the '-i' parameter is used to specify the interface that the bmc is on. for the

server in this example, the bmc is on the interface'smb0' on the 'eth0' network
adapter. below are the results of running the smbios command-line tool to look at

the smbios data on a supermicro server. from this command, we can see that
version 1.5 of the ipmi specification is supported by the bmc. i am currently trying
to configure the hp proliant dl380 gen9 server to use ipmi. i have installed the ipmi
firmware, it recognizes the bmc and is ready to start. when i try to start ipmi i get

the following error code 10 the i/o device is configured incorrectly or the
configuration parameters to the driver are incorrect. i am not sure what to do next.

i am using ipmi version 4.0.3.0 running on version 2.5. 5ec8ef588b
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